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ABSTRACT

Many previous studies on facial impression inference have focused on the physical features of the face. However, few have

considered the effect of the observer on impression inference. Further, many studies have treated observers’ characteristics

with regards to facial impression inference as errors or individual differences and thus largely excluded it from the explanatory

variables. The present study, on the other hand, focused on the observers’ characteristics and examined whether the observers’

personality traits and observational behaviors influence the impression inferences of the faces. Experiment 1 examined the

relationship between observer characteristics (observational behaviors and personality traits) and facial impression inferences.

We found that the observers’ personality traits strongly influence observational behaviors, but neither of those influences the

impression inferences. Using hierarchical Bayesian models, we found a large proportion of faces’ random effect, confirming

many previous studies that facial features indeed affect how the faces are seen. The results of Experiment 1 indicate there

might have been an interactive effect of observational behaviors and faces’ physical features on impression inferences. To

control the potential interactions, we instructed participants to look at particular areas of faces during impression inference

tasks in Experiment 2. Although participants generally looked at the areas instructed to look at, we still found a robust

relationship between participants’ personality traits and observational behaviors. The results show that participants inferred

different impressions, even for the same faces, when they were instructed to look at different areas of faces. We also found

significant relationships between participants’ personality traits and impression inference ratings, suggesting people with

different personality traits would have different impressions for the very same faces.

Introduction

People are sensitive to human faces as they can recognize them more quickly and accurately than those of other animals1. Face

recognition is very important in many aspects of our everyday lives, and thus research on the human face has been actively

conducted for a long time. For example, evolutionary preferences show that those with attractive faces were more likely

to be chosen as spouses2, 3. Likewise, some studies showed that highly attractive faces were shown to be recognized faster

than ones with lower attractiveness, while people look at more attractive faces longer4–7. It has shown that people often use

other individuals’ facial features to predict and judge their personality traits and other characteristics8–17. Perceptions of other

individuals in social and professional activities such as deciding who to vote for ("trustworthy" face), job hunting ("capable-of-

working" face), and being able to run a business ("competent" face) are also strongly influenced by facial features18–24. Studies

that analyzed facial features using advanced techniques, such as computational models and machine learning, partly clarified

relationships between faces’ physical features and impression judgments25–28.

Although face studies appear diverse, most of them have a great deal in common as they all focus on the physical features

of faces. This series of research focusing on the features of facial parts and their configurations are built on the basis of an

implicit assumption that faces with particular features give particular sets of impressions uniformly to observers regardless of

the characteristics of the observer who sees the target face. Differences among observers are considered as errors, and these

individual differences are left out from the explanation. Whether it is acceptable to exclude observer characteristics from the

explanation remains. Only a small amount of research has been conducted on facial impression inference that focuses on

observers’ characteristics. Their results suggest the problematic nature of the aforementioned research that assumes a particular

face leads to more or less uniform impressions. For example, there is a cultural difference in how people look at others’ faces.

While Asian people generally focus on the center of the face, Caucasian people tend to look at the eyes and mouth more

frequently as compared to Asian29, 30. Other research shows that observational behavior varies depending on the observer’s

age31. Likewise, another study showed that the observer’s personality characteristics lead to different observational behaviors

for different types of figures32. Finally, it has also been shown that observers with different personalities look at others’ faces

differently; the more extroverted, the more attention is paid to the eyes and mouth. Those results collectively suggest that



different people may look at the same object differently. When an object is looked at differently (e.g., only limited areas are

paid attention to), then the very same object may be perceived differently or result in different impressions. The present research

examines this possibility. In particular, we examined the relationships between the observer’s personality traits, observational

behaviors, and facial impression inferences. In so doing, we used hierarchical Bayesian models to quantitatively examine the

mechanism of how personality traits and observed behavior interactively influence various facial impression inferences.

Methods

Experiment 1

In Experiment 1, we conducted simple impression inference tasks asking participants to freely observe facial images. We

recorded participants’ eye movements using an eye-tracking device. The data correspond to where and how long participants

looked at particular areas of faces while observing facial images in impression inference tasks. In addition, we collected data on

participants’ personality traits using a questionnaire. We then analyzed data to examine how participants’ personality traits,

observational behaviors, and impression inference relate to each other.All participants provided a written, signed informed

consent. This experiment is reviewed and authorized by Chiba University Research Review Institute (authorization #202012-1).

All methods were performed in accordance with the relevant guidelines and regulations.

Participants Thirty-four students with normal vision (including vision correction) from Chiba University participated in

Experiment 1. Among them, 18 were female, and 16 were males with an average age of 22.1 years (sd. = 3.3). A 500-yen gift

certificate was provided to all participants as a reward for participating in the experiment.

Impression inferences In the present experiment, we used one of the most well-known sets of personality traits, namely

Big Five personality traits, to follow previous studies8, 33.The five personality traits were Agreeableness, Conscientiousness,

Extraversion, Neuroticism, and Openness to experience. All of them are translated to Japanese.

Stimuli We used 50 pictures (25 male and 25 female) of East Asian faces from Hong Kong University’s database34. All pictures

were taken from the front without any emotional expressions. The brightness of the pictures was corrected with Photoshop.

The sizes of pictures were adjusted so that the distances between the left and right eyes of all pictures were approximately

equal. We then cropped the pictures to 412 × 558 pixels. In order to avoid the memory effects and other unwanted effects, each

picture appeared exactly once in the present experiment. Each personality trait (described below) was rated with a set of 10

pictures that did not appear in other inference tasks. Thus, there was one set of faces containing ten pictures for each of the Big

Five personality traits.

Apparatus In this study, we used a Tobii T-120 monitor-mounted eye tracker (1024 × 768 pixels resolution) to record stimuli

images and eye movements. The experiment was conducted using the Tobii Pro SDK Python API and PsychoPy software. As

per previous research, the participants’ heads were fixed at a distance of 80 cm from the monitor to reproduce an interpersonal

environment at a distance of 65 cm.

Procedure There was a total of 50 sessions in Experiment 1. Each session started with a brief description of a randomly

selected personality trait to be rated. When participants click a mouse to confirm the description, then a fixation marker (i.e.,

“+”) was presented at the center of the monitor for one second, followed by a randomly selected face (within a corresponding

personality set) for 3 seconds. After observing each face, participants were asked to rate the face on the impression inference

asked at the beginning of the session using a 7-point Likert scale.

After completing all impression inference tasks, participants were asked to complete the Japanese version of Ten Item Person-

ality Inventory (TIPI) to measure participants’ five personality traits, namely Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, Extraversion,

Neuroticism, and Openness to experience35.

Data preprocessing To construct a Bayesian generalized linear mixed model, we preprocessed the eye-tracking data. The

detailed processing is shown in Figure1. First, based on the previous research36, we used a Gaussian filter with a 10-pixel

standard deviation was applied to every gaze data (A). The filtered data within a single session were superimposed, and the

weight of the gaze data were then calculated (B). For all stimuli, a mask for three different areas of the face, namely eyes, nose,

and mouth, was created visually using Intuos Pro PTH-660. One mask corresponded to one facial image.

An individualized face mask was applied to the weight data to exclude any data outside of the areas of interest. In the

present study, we only extracted weight data that reside within the eyes, nose, and mouth (C). The weight of each facial

part was divided by the size (pixel counts) of the corresponding area to equate differences in the size of the areas of interest.

Subsequently, a model analysis was performed using these preprocessed data. We only used a subset of data in the analyses.

This is because many previous studies commonly considered the eyes, nose, and mouth to be important and critical features of

faces30, 32, 33.

Data analysis Figure2 shows the distributions of the impression inference ratings, and Figure3 shows the distributions of

the participants’ observational behaviors (i.e., gaze weight) when inferring extraversion as an example. Since the former

distributions, a set of the main objective variables in our analysis, is an ordinal scale, we used ordered logistic regression models.

The latter distribution, another set of objective variables, appears to be a mixed distribution of many zeros and other highly
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Figure 1. Data preprocessing method.
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skewed distribution. When fitting highly skewed variables, it is recommended to use beta regression, we consider this mixed

distribution to follow the zero-inflated beta distribution (ZIB)37.

Figure 2. Distributions of five impression inference ratings

Figure 3. Distributions of observational behaviors when rating extraversion

This experiment aimed to examine how participants’ characteristics (personality traits and observational behavior) influence

impression inferences. We developed and fitted a model described in Figure4. Our model considers that the participants’

personality traits have two routes to affect facial impression inference, a direct effect and indirect effect through observational

behaviors. That is, the participants’ personality traits affect how they observe others’ faces, which in turn affects how they infer

impressions of the faces. Bayesian estimations were performed to see what sort of relationships among the variables exists and

the validity of the model.

Model building The zero-inflated mixed beta regression (ZIB) model assumes that the objective variable comes from two

distributions, namely the Bernoulli distribution and the Beta distribution. The Bernoulli distribution is associated with whether

participants look at the areas of interest at least once or not. The Beta distribution is associated with how much participants
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Figure 4. Simple relationship diagram illustrating how participant characteristics and impression inference ratings are

connected during impression inference.

look at the area of interest.

Equations(1) through(6) iindicate our ZIB model describing the relationship between participants’ personality traits and

observational behaviors for a particular area (k), where i and j are indices for participants and stimuli, respectively. More

specifically, Equations(1) and (2) model the observational behavior (Gi jk) which corresponds to if area k was looked at least

once by observer i for face j, and if they did, how much the area was looked at. “Whether or not the area of interest was looked

at" was modeled using the Bernoulli distribution (qi jk), and implemented as a logistic regression model. "How much the area

of interest was looked at" was modeled using the beta distribution (ai jk, bi jk). The parameters for the beta distributions were

further modeled as shown in Equations(4) and (5). Linear parts of our model indicate that the participants’ personality traits

(pil) influence whether or not a particular area was looked at (Eq.(3)) and how much the area was looked at (Eq.(6)). We treated

this sort of effect as the fixed effect (β Z for Bernuolli and β B for Beta), and the participants’ individual differences (rZ
ik and rB

ik)

and individual differences in facial stimuli’s (rZ
jk and rB

jk) as random effects.

Gi jk ∼ ZIB(qi jk,ai jk,bi jk) (1)

ZIB(Gi jk|qi jk,ai jk,bi jk) =

{

Bern(0|qi jk) (Gi jk = 0)

Bern(1|qi jk)×Beta(Gi jk|ai jk,bi jk) (Gi jk > 0)
(2)

qi jk =
1

1+ exp(−(αZ
k +∑

5
l=1 β Z

kl pil + rZ
ik + rZ

jk))
(3)

ai jk = φ ·µi jk (4)

bi jk = φ(1−µi jk) (5)

µi jk =
1

1+ exp(−(αB
k +∑

5
l=1 β B

kl pil + rB
ik + rB

jk))
(6)

Equations(7) through (8) i indicate our ordered logistic regression model for personality impression inferences. An ordered

logistic regression model is a model where the objective variable is on an ordinal scale. There were two types of predictor

variables in this model. One was the observational behaviors estimated in Equation(1) which were influenced by the participants’

personality traits. Note that we also included 2-way and 3-way interaction terms of observational behavior in Equation(8). The

other type was participants’ personality traits. Those two types of predictor variables were assumed to have fixed effects, while

there were two random effects, one for participants (rR
i ) and other for faces (rR

j ).

Ordered_Logistic(k|η ,c) =











1− logit−1(η − c1) i f k = 1

logit−1(η − ck−1)− logit−1(η − ck) i f 1 < k < K,and

logit−1(η − cK−1)−0 i f k = K

(7)
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Yi j ∼ Ordered_Logistic(
7

∑
g=1

β RG
g Gi jg +

5

∑
l=1

β RP
l pil + rR

i + rR
j ,c) (8)

The Rstan package was used for the parameter estimations38–40. All parameters appear in Equations(1) to (8) were estimated

simultaneously. The prior distribution of fixed effects followed the normal distribution with mean of 0 and a variance of 100,

and the prior distribution of random effects followed the gamma distribution (α = 10, β = 10). Each model was executed with

the default stan hyperparameter values; the number of chains were 4; the number of thins were 1; the number of iteration steps

were 2000; and the number of warm-up steps were 1000. The number of MCMC samples obtained was 4000.

In order to confirm whether the MCMC estimations had converged, we calculated Rhat (R̂) for each parameter, which is

often used as judgment index for convergence. As in typical MCMC estimation, we consider estimations had "convergence"

when the number of chains was greater than or equals to three and R̂ is less than 1.1 for all parameters. Based on these criteria,

all parameter estimation was confirmed converged.

Experiment 2

To eliminate plausible interaction between facial features and observational behaviors, we instructed participants to look at

particular areas of faces during impression inference tasks in Experiment 2. In particular, we simply instructed participants

to look at either eyes, nose, or mouth, depending on experimental conditions. Restricted observations would weaken the

interactive effects of facial features and observational behaviors, because, within a condition, all participants would exhibit the

same if not similar observational behaviors, observing the same set of facial features. In doing so, we could also examine the

effects of participants’ personality traits on impression inference as participants with different patterns of personality traits

would observe at the same set of facial features within conditions, which cannot be attained if they could observe the faces

freely. In addition, we could also examine the effects of observational behaviors on impression inference as all participants

within a condition would observe the same set of facial features regardless of their personality traits.All participants provided a

written, signed informed consent. This experiment is reviewed and authorized by Chiba University Research Review Institute

(authorization #202012-1). All methods were performed in accordance with the relevant guidelines and regulations.

Participants The participants were 103 students with normal vision (including vision correction) from Chiba University. They

were randomly assigned into one of three experimental conditions, namely Eye, Nose, and Mouth conditions. Among them,

34 participants were in Eye condition (17 female and 17 males, mean age being 21.7 years with sd. = 2.9), 34 were in Nose

condition participants (23 female and 11 males, mean age being 21.3 years with sd. = 2.7), and remaining 35 were Mouth

condition (20 females and 15 males, mean being was 22.8 with sd. = 4.6). A 500-yen gift certificate was provided to all

participants as a reward for participating in the experiment.

The stimuli, impression inference tasks, and apparatus were identical to those of Experiment 1. The experimental procedure

was also the same as in Experiment 1, except instructions reminding which condition they belonged were presented at the

beginning of each session. In addition, the same data preprocessing was applied to the data obtained in Experiment 2. This

experiment is reviewed and authorized by Chiba University Research Review Institute: authorized 202012-1.

Data analysis and Manipulation check In order to verify whether the gaze manipulation worked as we planned, we first

created a heat map of observational behavior for each experimental condition. As shown in Figure5, the observational behaviors

in each condition were properly concentrated on the eyes, nose, or mouth, depending on experimental conditions. In addition,

we used ZIB model to quantitatively test whether the observational behavior of each condition group was properly manipulated.

ZIB model used here was almost identical to that of Experiment 1, except that its predictors were experimental conditions

but not personality traits. Figure6 shows 95% HDI of posterior distributions of pair-wise comparison between experimental

conditions and the control, which was the data obtained in Experiment 1 where participants observed the faces without any

restriction. As shown in Figure6, participants in Eye condition observed the eyes significantly more than those in the control

condition (i.e., Free condition). The same was true in other conditions, suggesting our manipulation in observational behaviors

was worked as we planned.

Comparing impression inferences among experimental conditions We compared whether participants in different experimen-

tal conditions had different impressions of the facial stimuli. In so doing, we run hierarchical Bayesian ordered logistic models

similar to that of Experiment 1. Instead of using personality traits and observational behaviors, we used experimental conditions

(including Free condition which was data obtained in Experiment 1) as the predictor variables as shown in Equations(9) and

(10). As shown in Equations.(9) and (10), we used four conditions (Cid in Equation(10)) as the fixed effects, and participants

(r
sub jO
i ) and facial stimuli (r

picO
j ) as the random effects.

Ordered_Logistic(k|η ,c) =











1− logit−1(η − c1) i f m = 1

logit−1(η − cm−1)− logit−1(η − cm) i f 1 < m < M,and

logit−1(η − cM−1)−0 i f m = M

(9)
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Figure 5. Manipulation check. From left to right, the heatmap of the attention of the participants whose gazes were

manipulated to the eyes, nose, and mouth (These figures show the face of one of the authors as examples).

Figure 6. 95% HDI of posterior distributions of pair-wise comparison between experimental conditions. N=nose

condition, M=mouth condition, E=eye condition, F=free condition.

Yi j ∼ Ordered_Logistic(
5

∑
d=1

β OC
d Cid + r

sub jO
i + r

picO
j ,c) (10)

Figure7 shows pair-wise comparisons between the control and three experimental conditions, suggesting participants in

different experimental conditions indeed had different impressions for the identical set of facial stimuli. That is, even for the

same faces, participants acquired different impressions when they were instructed to look at particular areas of the faces. The

effect was strongest when inferring stimuli’s degree of extraversion – the absolute difference in impression ratings between the

control and experimental conditions were largest in Nose condition.

Observational behaviors and impression inference within conditions Previous analysis suggested that different observational

behaviors led to different impression inferences of the faces. We now analyze how the differences emerged by analyzing

relationships among participants’ personality traits, observational behaviors, and impression inferences within each experimental
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Figure 7. All pair-wise comparisons among four experimental conditions. N=nose condition, M=mouth condition, E=eye

condition, F=free condition.

condition. Before analyses, we first inspected the distributions of the data. Figure8 shows the distributions of impression

inference ratings in Eye condition, and Figure9 shows distributions of observational behaviors when evaluating extraversion

in Eye condition. As in Experiment 1, we assumed the distributions of observational behaviors follow a zero-inflated beta

distribution (ZIB), and used ordered logistic models for impression inference. The same hierarchical Bayesian models used in

Experiment 1 were used in Experiment 2.

Figure 8. Distributions of impression inference ratings in Eye condition.

Results

Results of Experiment 1

Our model consists of two sub-models. One is ordinal logistic models with the impression inferences ratings as the objective

variables. The other is zero-inflated beta distribution (ZIB) models with the observational behaviors as the objective variable.

For the sake of simplicity, we describe their results separately.

Table1 (Bernoulli) and Table2 (Beta) show the results of ZIB models. Only the posterior distributions of parameters whose

95% highest density interval, which is generally considered to be similar to 95% confidence interval in frequentist approach, did

not include 0 were shown in these tables. Let us state that an effect was “significant” whenever the HDI of the corresponding

posterior distribution did not include 0.

As shown in Table1 and 2, the observational behaviors were strongly influenced by participants’ personality traits. The

results can be summarized as follows:
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Figure 9. Distributions of observational behaviors when inferring extraversion in Eye condition.

When assessing agreeableness, we found that those who were high in extraversion tended to look at the eyes (Table 1).

In addition, more extraversion participants tended to look at the eyes and nose or eyes and mouth within the same session

(i.e., positive interaction). Those who were high in openness tended not to look at the eyes, nose, nor mouth. When assessing

conscientiousness, we found that those who were high in neuroticism tended to look at the nose. On the other hand, those who

were high in openness tended not to look at the eyes, nose, nor mouth. When assessing extraversion, we found that those who

were high in extraversion tended to look at the eyes. In addition, they also tended to look at the eyes and mouth within the same

session. We also found that those who were high in agreeableness tended to look at the nose. In addition, they also tend to look

at the eyes and nose within the same session.

When assessing neuroticism, those who were high in neuroticism tended to look at the eyes and nose. They also tended

to look at the eyes and nose within the same session. We found that those who were high in conscientiousness tended not to

look at the mouth. Additionally, high openness participants tended not to look at the eyes, nose, nor mouth. When assessing

openness, those who are high in openness tended not to look at the eyes nor mouth.

We counted the numbers of significant random effects of both participants (rZ
ik, rB

ik) and faces (rZ
jk, rB

jk) in the ZIB models.

Table 3 and Table 4 summarize the proportions of significant random effects. Overall, about 10.1% and 4.0% of participant and

face random effects, respectively, in the Bernoulli part of ZIB were significant. Those for Beta were 5.8% and 0.04%. The

small overall proportion of face random effects in the ZIB models indicates that certain facial features did not necessarily attract

particular observational behaviors, confirming that observational behaviors can be significantly accounted for by participants’

personality traits.

Table 5 shows the results of the ordered logistic models. The results show that participants in high agreeableness tended

to infer the faces were more agreeable. It turns out that faces were perceived as less conscientious if participants looked at

the nose. These results suggest that the participants’ personality traits and observational behavior significantly influence on

personality impression inferences of faces. However, their effects were somewhat small.

We then counted the numbers of significant random effects for both participants and facial stimuli in the ordered logistic

models. Table 6 summarizes the proportion of significant random effects. Overall, about 3.0% and 44.0% of participants and

face random effects, respectively, were significant. These effects were above and beyond participants’ personality traits and

how they observed at the faces. The large overall proportions of random effects of faces indicate that certain facial features

indeed led to certain impression inferences, confirming previous research that focuses on the effects of physical features on

impression inferences. On the other hand, the small overall proportion of participant random and fixed effects indicate that

participants’ characteristics may not be associated with how they infer personality impression.
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Table 1. Significant Predictors in ZIB models (Bernoulli) in Experiment 1

Inference Task Area Predictor Mean 95%HDI

Agreeableness

Eye Extra. 0.798 0.091 ∽ 1.494

Mouth Open. -0.665 -1.144 ∽ -0.225

Nose Neuro. 2.535 0.673 ∽ 4.529

Eye×Nos. Extra. 0.857 0.154 ∽ 1.643

Nos.×Mou. Open. -0.666 -1.136 ∽ -0.189

Eye×Mou.
Extra. 0.410 0.022 ∽ 0.820

Open. -0.747 -1.225 ∽ -0.312

Eye×Nos.×Mou. Open. -0.743 -1.191 ∽ -0.252

Conscientiousness

Eye Open. -0.865 -1.685 ∽ -0.078

Mouth Open. -0.882 -1.410 ∽ -0.406

Nose Neuro. 0.905 0.011 ∽ 1.751

Eye×Nos. Open. -1.065 -1.892 ∽ -0.221

Nos.×Mou. Open. -0.886 -1.415 ∽ -0.366

Eye×Mou. Open. -1.004 -1.537 ∽ -0.466

Eye×Nos.×Mou. Open. -1.004 -1.553 ∽ -0.490

Extraversion

Eye
Extra. 0.827 0.051 ∽ 1.541

Open. -1.125 -2.013 ∽ -0.268

Mouth Open. -0.858 -1.413 ∽ -0.267

Nose Agree. 0.959 0.215 ∽ 1.823

Eye×Nos.
Agree. 0.847 0.053 ∽ 1.715

Open. -1.097 -1.965 ∽ -0.256

Nos.×Mou. Open. -0.895 -1.454 ∽ -0.346

Eye×Mou.
Extra. 0.517 0.016 ∽ 1.068

Open. -1.227 -1.863 ∽ -0.581

Eye×Nos.×Mou. Open. -1.242 -1.911 ∽ -0.587

Neuroticism

Eye Neuro. 1.236 0.142 ∽ 2.559

Mouth
Consc. -0.595 -1.168 ∽ -0.027

Open. -0.796 -1.405 ∽ -0.195

Nose Neuro. 1.104 0.213 ∽ 2.034

Eye×Nos. Neuro. 0.915 0.037 ∽ 1.811

Nos.×Mou.
Consc. -0.632 -1.230 ∽ -0.027

Open. -0.839 -1.450 ∽ -0.240

Eye×Mou.
Consc. -0.638 -1.235 ∽ -0.053

Open. -0.827 -1.450 ∽ -0.228

Eye×Nos.×Mou.
Consc. -0.631 -1.246 ∽ -0.079

Open. -0.842 -1.451 ∽ -0.263

Openness

Eye Open. -1.480 -2.618 ∽ -0.423

Mouth Open. -0.684 -1.238 ∽ -0.145

Eye×Nos. Open. -1.157 -2.039 ∽ -0.326

Nos.×Mou. Open. -0.680 -1.214 ∽ -0.126

Eye×Mou. Open. -0.952 -1.494 ∽ -0.400

Eye×Nos.×Mou. Open. -0.947 -1.491 ∽ -0.375

Table 2. Significant Predictors in ZIB models (Beta) in Experiment 1

Inference Task Area Predictor Mean 95%HDI

Extraversion
Eye Agree. 0.289 0.020 ∽ 0.589

Mouth Agree. -0.332 -1.599 ∽ -0.069

Neuroticism Mouth Open. -0.424 -0.750 ∽ -0.099
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Table 3. Proportions of significant random effects in ZIB models (Bernoulli) in Experiment 1

Inference Task Subject(%) Picture (%) Subj. or Pic. (%)

Agreeableness 10.9 11.4 20.5

Conscientiousness 9.5 2.9 14.7

Extraversion 11.3 5.7 16.3

Neuroticism 10.7 0 16

Openness 8.2 0 10.9

Mean 10.1 4.0 15.7

Table 4. Proportions of significant random effects in ZIB models (Beta) in Experiment 1

Inference Task Subject(%) Picture (%) Subj. or Pic. (%)

Agreeableness 7.6 0 0

Conscientiousness 5.6 0.1 0.2

Extraversion 4.6 0.1 0.1

Neuroticism 5.4 0 0

Openness 6.1 0 0

Mean 5.8 0.04 0.06

Table 5. Significant Predictors in Ordered logistic model in Experiment 1

Inference Task Predictor Mean 95%HDI

Agreeableness Agree. 0.398 0.019 ∽ 0.769

Conscientiousness Nose -36.003 -66.491 ∽ -6.227

Table 6. Proportions of significant random effects in Ordered logistic model in Experiment 1

Inference Task Subject(%) Picture (%) Subj. or Pic. (%)

Agreeableness 2.9 40 41.8

Conscientiousness 0 60 61.2

Extraversion 2.9 50 51.5

Neuroticism 3.1 20 27.1

Openness 6.1 50 54.4

Mean 3.0 44.0 47.2

Results of Experiment 2

Tables 7 through 10 show significant personality predictors for observational behaviors for Eye (Tables 7 and 8), Nose (Table 9

and 10) conditions. Our manipulation check showed that participants, in general, looked at the facial areas where they were

instructed to look at. However, we found significant personality effects on observational behaviors in Eye and Nose conditions.

No significant effect was found in Mouth condition.

Eye condition

When inferring faces’ conscientiousness, participants with a lower degree of openness tended not to look at the eyes even if they

were instructed to look at the eyes. Participants with a lower degree of agreeableness (higher degree of extraversion) tended

(tended not) to look at the mouth in Eye condition. We also found that participants with a lower degree of conscientiousness

tended to look at the nose.

Nose condition

When inferring agreeableness of the facial stimuli, participants with a higher degree of agreeableness tended not to look at

the mouth in Nose condition. When assessing conscientiousness, we found that participants with a higher degree of openness

(neuroticism) tended (tended not) to look at the eyes, while those with a higher degree of extraversion tended to look at the
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nose. When assessing neuroticism, we found that participants with a higher degree of agreeableness and/or openness tended not

to look at the mouth. We also found that participants with a higher degree of openness tended not to look at the mouth.

Table 7. Significant Predictors in ZIB models (Bernoulli) Experiment 2 (Eye)

Inference Task Area Predictor Mean 95%HDI

Conscientiousness

Eye Open. 1.033 0.220 ∽ 1.802

Mouth
Agree. -0.512 -0.936 ∽ -0.130

Extra. 0.379 0.019 ∽ 0.739

Nose Consc. -0.724 -1.584 ∽ -0.025

Nos.×Mou. Agree. -0.448 -0.859 ∽ -0.018

Eye×Mou.
Consc. -0.479 -0.983 ∽ -0.005

Extra. 0.401 0.021 ∽ 0.803

Eye×Nos.×Mou. Extra. 0.399 0.001 ∽ 0.827

Table 8. Significant Predictors in ZIB models (Beta) in Experiment 2 (Eye)

Inference Task Area Predictor Mean 95%HDI

Agreeableness Nose Consc. -0.216 -0.441 ∽ -0.006

Table 9. Significant Predictors in ZIB models (Bernoulli) in Experiment 2 (Nose)

Inference Task Area Predictor Mean 95%HDI

Agreeableness
Mouth Agree. -0.487 -0.968 ∽ -0.023

Nos.×Mou. Agree. -0.444 -0.889 ∽ -0.023

Conscientiousness Nos.×Mou. Open. -0.685 -1.358 ∽ -0.055

Extraversion

Eye
Neuro. –0.613 -1.239 ∽ -0.012

Open. 0.597 0.033 ∽ 1.175

Nose Extra. 0.902 0.184 ∽ 1.617

Eye×Nos. Consc. 0.484 0.009 ∽ 0.984

Neuroticism

Mouth

Agree. -0.699 -1.344 ∽ -0.096

Extra. 0.680 0.098 ∽ 1.271

Open. -0.910 -1.641 ∽ -0.090

Nose Extra. 1.059 0.237 ∽ 1.916

Nos.×Mou.

Agree. -0.660 -1.276 ∽ -0.085

Extra. 0.695 0.150 ∽ 1.323

Open. -0.879 -1.644 ∽ -0.167

Openness
Mouth Open. -0.763 -1.463 ∽ -0.051

Nos.×Mou. Open. -0.766 -1.546 ∽ -0.153

Table 10. Significant Predictors in ZIB models (Beta) in Experiment 2 (Nose)

Inference Task Area Predictor Mean 95%HDI

Extraversion Nose Extra. 0.182 0.014 ∽ 0.349

Openness Nose Extra. 0.249 0.032 ∽ 0.463

Impression inferences

Tables 11 - 13 summarize the significant effects of participants’ characteristics on impression inferences for each condition.

Given that within each condition, participants, in general, observed the facial stimuli in a very similar manner, there was only
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one significant effect of observational behaviors on impression inferences, namely looking at the nose affects conscientiousness

inference in Mouth condition. There were several significant effects of participants’ personality traits on impression inferences

within conditions. Overall, the effects of personality traits were more noticeable than those without manipulation (Exp.1).

In particular, when participants were instructed to look at the eyes, the effects on personality traits were more noticeable.

For example, when participants were instructed to look at the eyes, then those with a higher degree of neuroticism tended

to rate the facial stimuli lower in their agreeableness and extraversion. Those with a higher degree of agreeableness and/or

conscientiousness tended to rate the faces lower in agreeableness. In Mouth condition, those with a higher degree of openness

tended to rate the faces higher in openness.

Table 11. Significant Predictors in Ordered logistic models in Experiment 2 (Eye)

Inference Task Predictor Mean 95%HDI

Agreeableness

Agree. -0.265 -0.513 ∽ -0.006

Consc. -0.271 -0.577 ∽ -0.006

Neuro. -0.273 -0.529 ∽ -0.024

Extraversion Neuro. -0.340 -0.649 ∽ -0.036

Table 12. Significant Predictors in Ordered logistic models in Experiment 2 (Nose)

Inference Task Predictor Mean 95%HDI

Agreeableness Open. 0.464 0.138 ∽ 0.797

Table 13. Significant Predictors in Ordered logistic models in Experiment 2 (Mouth)

Inference Task Predictor Mean 95%HDI

Conscientiousness Mouth 28.374 4.530 ∽ 54.497

Openness Open. 0.390 0.027 ∽ 0.758

Discussion

The present research examined the effects of the participants’ personality traits and observational behaviors on the impression

inference of human faces. We collected observational behavior data using an eye-tracker, which were processed with a Gaussian

filter and then normalized for each area of interest, namely eyes, nose, and mouth. We use the Japanese version of Ten-Item

Personality Inventory to measure each participants’ Big Five personality traits, which were also the personality traits we asked

participants to rate for the faces they saw in the experiments. The results of Experiment 1 showed that there were robust

relationships between participants’ personality traits and observational behaviors, suggesting that participants with particular

sets of personality traits tended to look at particular areas of the faces. However, there were weak relationships between

participants’ personality traits and impression inferences as well as between observational behaviors and impression inferences,

suggesting that participants’ characteristics did not affect how the faces were seen. Detailed model analyses showed that while

the effects of individual differences of participants on observation behaviors were more substantial than those of faces, the

effects of individual differences of faces on impression inference were more substantial than those of participants. In other

words, in inferring faces, facial features strongly affect their impression, while participants’ individual differences did not.

On the other hand, observational behaviors were not influenced by the facial features (i.e., particular facial features did not

necessarily attract particular observational behaviors) but by participants’ personality traits.

We hypothesized that the weak effects of participants’ characteristics on impression inferences in Experiment 1 might have

caused by a potential interactive effect between facial features and participants’ observational behaviors. Experiment 2 was

conducted in order to control this potential interaction by manipulating participants’ observational behaviors. In particular, we

asked participants to look at either eyes, nose, or mouth during impression inference tasks. The results of the manipulation

check confirmed participants mostly looked at the areas where they were instructed to look at. The pair-wise comparisons

confirmed that looking at the different areas of faces indeed led to different impression inferences, suggesting simply looking at

the different areas of faces, regardless of individual differences in facial features, leads to different impressions. These results
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suggest, for example, regardless of the sizes and/or shapes of the eyes, simply looking at eyes makes people feel that a face has

a higher degree of openness. This interpretation seems counterintuitive, but for the following reasons, it may be sufficiently

reasonable. A study that examined the relationship between self-control and mindset showed people exhibit more self-control,

manifested as gaze control, during abstract than concrete thinking tasks41. In other words, it is harder for humans to think

concretely while controlling their gaze or vise versa. In Experiment 2, we manipulated participants’ observational behavior

limiting their self-control, which in turn altered their thinking mindsets as compared to those in Experiment 1. In addition, it is

well known different areas of the face are associated with different emotions. The upper area of the face is associated with

anger, fear, surprise, and sadness, while the lower area is associated with disgust and happiness42. Looking at particular areas

of the face as instructed reminded them of a particular emotional state, leading to different impression inferences. Similarly,

looking at particular areas remind them of particular actions. For example, looking at the mouth made participants imagine

“talking,” causing them to infer that the face had a higher degree of openness. The other potential explanation is that it was

not looking at particular areas that led to different impressions but looking at face freely cancel out the effects of facial areas

leading to the “average” impression inferences.

Our detailed analyses showed significant effects of personality traits on impression inferences when observational behaviors

were manipulated. It seemed that the effects of observational behavior and personality traits, which influenced each other

alternately in typical circumstances, were remarkably manifested by gaze manipulation. At the same time, as compared to

Experiment 1, the relationships between personality traits and observational behavior were weakened in Experiment 2. This

is probably because gaze manipulation restricted observational behaviors. Nevertheless, the robust relationships between

observational behavior and personality traits existed even when the gaze was manipulated.

The present research showed that the participants’ personality traits had a considerable impact on how they observed facial

images. Although it is not of our interest in the present study, it is perhaps very interesting to examine the relationship in the

opposite direction – can participants’ personality be predicted or explained by how they observe the facial images? – in future

research. In addition, utilizing time-series data, which we did not conduct here, may provide richer or more robust results and is

another exciting future research. Furthermore, instead of manipulating observational behaviors or using personality traits as

predictors, one would like to examine whether participants’ mood, state of mind, or attitude can also affect the impression

inference. Given that the very same individuals exhibited different observational behaviors in different impression inference

tasks (e.g., inferring openness or neuroticism), great care needs to be paid in designing stimuli, tasks, and experiments.

Data availability

Our datasets, stan model and R code generated during this study are available on OSF at https://osf.io/bn93u/
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Additional information

Figure 1. Data preprocessing method. A. The Gaussian filter (sd. = 10) was applied to the recorded gaze data every 1 Hz.

B. The filtered data within the same session were superimposed, and the weight of the gaze data was then calculated. C. An

individualized face mask was applied to the weight data to extract the weight of each area. D. The weight of each area was

divided by the size of the corresponding area (pixels count), and the weight of one-pixel unit for each part was calculated. (The

above numbers are examples, not actual results)
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